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These plans 
imagine 
Sydney as a 
city where 
jobs, services 
and housing 
sit in many  
centres.
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FOREWORD 
PREMIER

sydney is the greatest city in the 
world—a terrific place to live, 
work, play and raise a family. It is 
australia’s only truly global city, 
and the nation’s lifestyle, business 
and tourism capital, boasting a 
beautiful natural environment, a 
vibrant cultural and sporting life, 
world–class educational institutions, 
a diverse multicultural and 
skilled population and safe local 
communities.

Sydney’s strength is Australia’s strength. It is 
the engine room of the nation’s economy— 
it generates nearly a quarter of Australia’s 
GDP, is home to the country’s international 
aviation gateway, and enjoys a multi-faceted 
economy with strengths in financial and 
professional services, film and television 
production, education, defence industries, 
health and medical research, information 
technology, retail and tourism. 

Sydney is growing, and that growth not only 
strengthens the economy—it makes Sydney 
interesting, vibrant and dynamic. 

We welcome the Australian Government’s 
renewed focus on cities. The Prime Minister’s 
vision for major cities calls us to:
• Build productive cities—with efficient 

transport and communications networks.
• Build affordable, liveable city communities.
• Build sustainable cities.

The NSW Government expresses its vision 
for Sydney’s future in our State Plan and the 
Metropolitan Strategy—City of Cities: A Plan for 
Sydney’s Future. 

These plans imagine Sydney’s future 
as a ‘City of Cities’ —one in which jobs, 
services and housing sit in many centres like 
Parramatta, Penrith, Chatswood, Hurstville 
and Liverpool as well in the Sydney CBD.

The recent MyZone multi–modal ticketing 
and fares restructure further reflects this 
continuing change from a city with one 
destination to a city with many vibrant centres. 

The Metropolitan Strategy is ready for its 
first five year review. I believe it can be made 
even better by directly joining it with a plan for 
growing public transport in Sydney. 

With the right transport connections, a 
growing population can move effectively 
between centres on corridors where 
infrastructure can support change —preserving 
the quiet neighbourhoods and green places in 
between.

Direct integration of land use planning 
and transport planning will connect our ‘City 
of Cities’ and set out how we can house our 
growing and ageing population and how we 
can connect people with jobs, schools and 
services.

The Metropolitan Transport Plan  should 
be read in conjunction with the Metropolitan 
Strategy and, following consultation and 
review, the two will be consolidated into one 
Metropolitan Plan. 

The Metropolitan Transport Plan delivers:
• A 25–year vision for land use planning for 

Sydney, and a 10–year fully funded package 
of transport infrastructure to support it.

• A new Sydney Metropolitan Development 
Authority to work across State agencies, local 
government and the private sector to deliver 
new housing, infrastructure and investment 
in key centres and corridors. 

• A commitment to build Parramatta as our 
second CBD, and recognition of its role as an 
essential transport interchange for Western 
Sydney.

• An historic partnership between the City of 
Sydney and the NSW Government to deliver 
integrated land use planning, infrastructure 
and funding in Central Sydney. 

Now it’s time for all of Sydney to have a say. 
Sydney is a clever, industrious and creative city. 
Working together, we can create an integrated 
approach to our land use and transport 
planning, and connect our City of Cities.

 
 

 
 
Kristina Keneally MP
Premier of NSW
and Minister for Redfern Waterloo 



Decisions 
made now 
and the 
investments 
in our ten 
year funding 
guarantee 
will shape 
the future  
of Sydney.
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The forces of the global economy are driving 
rapid urban growth, which requires all 
governments to re–think their approach to 
the planning and development of population 
centres. 

The NSW Government is working closely 
with the Australian Government to tackle 
this global challenge. We know that transport 
and infrastructure planning requires a long–
term vision: the decisions made now and the 
investments in our 10 year funding guarantee 
will shape the future of Sydney. 

The Metropolitan Transport Plan looks 
beyond the current transport system. It 
examines the way our cities and towns work 
now and in the future; where our housing, 
jobs and services are; and how we can 
improve the connections between them.

It will transform transport and 
infrastructure planning in Sydney and 
NSW by matching these elements to enable 
prosperity and to improve our quality of life. 

With the Premier, we will make 
infrastructure delivery, land use and transport 
planning a top priority. That’s our guarantee 
to the community.

We will continue to drive efficiency within 
the public service and engage with business, 
the community, local government and experts 
in the transport and planning fields.

We will see through the delivery of the first 
10 years of projects and use these as a basis for 
delivering the transport network Sydney needs 
in the longer term. 

The Metropolitan Transport Plan will help 
build a better future for the people of NSW.

FOREWORD 
MINISTER fOR TRANSPORT AND ROADS 
MINISTER fOR PLANNING 

Tony Kelly MP
Minister for Planning 

David Campbell MP
Minister for  
Transport & Roads


